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This paper deals with a class of generalized cellular automata in which the 
intercell connections define a graph of bounded egree. It discusses how such 
an automaton can measure various properties of its underlying raph, including 
the radius (as measured from a given node) and the number of nodes, in time 
proportional to the diameter. Some slower algorithms for measuring the true 
radius (=the least radius for any node), and for finding bridges and cutnodes, 
are also discussed. Cellular d-graph languages are shown to be closed under 
set-theoretic operations, including finite union and intersection; and under 
"geometric" operations, including permutation of arc end numbering, con- 
catenation, closure, and formation of line graphs. Determinism is preserved 
under the set-theoretic operations; but under the geometric operations, deter- 
minism is known to be preserved only when the languages are also predicates. 
l .  INTRODUCTION 
Sequential graph automata, a generalization of the two dimensional array 
automata of Blum and I-Iewitt (1967) and Milgram and Rosenfeld (1972), have 
been studied by Shank (1971), Rosenfeld and Milgram (1972, 1975), Mylopoulos 
(1972), and Ng et al. (1974a, b). Cellular graph automata, a generalization of 
cellular arrays (e.g., Smith, 1970, 1971) to arbitrary graph structures, have been 
studied by Rosenstiehl et al. (1972), Shah et al. (1973), and Rosenfeld (1975). 
Rosenstiehl's "intelligent graph" is a graph of fixed degree, with a finite 
automaton at each node and with each arc uniquely identifiable by an arc label. 
Algorithms are exhibited that synchronize intelligent graphs, solve labyrinths, 
and find Eulerian paths, spanning trees, and Hamiltonian cycles. 
The "parallel web automata" (PWA) of Shah et al. do not require bounded 
degree at each node. Thus the neighbors are all indistinguishable from one 
another. For this reason, a PWA whose graph structure is a cycle can never tell 
the size of that cycle. This problem can be avoided if the graph has a distin- 
guished node. However, if the graph is a clique, a PWA still cannot tell its size 
even if there is a distinguished node. 
* The support of the U.S. Air Force Office of Scientific Research under Grant AFOSR- 
7%3271 is gratefully acknowledged, as is the help of Ms. t(athryn Riley in preparing 
this paper. 
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The graphs considered in this paper are similar to those studied by Rosenstiehl. 
They are labeled graphs of bounded degree d, called d-graphs, where each node 
has d arcs emanating from it and each arc end at a node is distinctly labeled. 
Such graphs have also been studied by Mylopoulos (1972). It is not unreasonable 
to assume bounded degree, since the automaton at each node only has a fixed 
amount of memory. We will study cellular automata on d-graphs and investigate 
their speed at performing various graph analysis tasks. 
2. d-GRAPHS 
Let L be a finite nonempty set of labels with a distinguished element #.  A 
d-graph on L is a 4-tuple J7 =- (N, A, f, g) where 
N is a finite nonempty set of nodes 
A C N × N is a symmetric relation on N, called the set of arcs 
f is a function from N into L, called the labeling function, such that if 
(m, n) ~ A, f(m) = # implies f(n) ~ #.  
g is a function from A into Za, where Z d = {1, 2,..., d}, such that, 
for any n ~ N, if we let As = ((n, m) ~ A} be the set of arcs having 
n as first term, then: 
(a) If  f(n) ~ #,  then the cardinality of A~ is d, and g IA~ (g restricted 
to A~) is a bijection of A m onto Z a . 
(b) I f f (n)  = #,  then the cardinality of A s is 1. 
Informally, 2r' is a graph whose nodes are labeled with symbols from L, and 
whose arcs at each node have numbers in {1 .... , d}. I f  a node has label other than 
#,  it has exactly d arcs emanating from it, while if it has label # ,  it has exactly 
one arc. Note that we have said nothing about consistency of the arc numbering; 
if arc (n, m) is the ith arc at node n, we have no information about he arc number 
of arc (m, n) at node m. 
The underlying raph G of a d-graph/" is the graph resulting from discarding 
all the nodes labeled #;  hence the node set of G is N -- (n I n ~ Nandf (n  ) = #}, 
and its arc set is A- -{ (n ,m)  l (n ,m)~A and f (n ) -~# or f ( rn )= #}. A 
&graph is called connected if its underlying raph is connected. 
If (n, m) ~ A and g(n, m) = i then m is called the ith neighbor of n. This also 
implies that (m, n) ~ A and g(m, n) ~ j for some j ~ Za, so that n is the jth 
neighbor of m. For notational convenience, let h(n, i) denote the ith neighbor of 
n, i.e., h(n, i) ~- m iff g(n, m) -= i. 
It is straightforward to define a class of sequential automata that accept d- 
graphs. Informally, such an automaton M is placed on some arc (n, m) o f / '  at 
the end corresponding to node n. M can read the label f(n) on n and the arc 
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number g(n, m) of (n, m) relative to n. At a given move, M can change state, 
rewrite f(n), and either move to the other end (m, n) of the same arc, or move to 
another arc end (n, k) at the same node n; M cannot rewrite # s. We say that M 
accepts/ '  if it eventually goes into an accepting state. It can be shown (Wu, 1978) 
that such M's are equivalent in acceptance power to the cellular d-graph acceptors 
defined in the next section. (The equivalence proof is based on showing that 
such an M can systematically traverse its input graph and return to its starting 
point with all marks made in the course of the traversal erased.) We can also 
define acceptance of the underlying raph G of/"  by M, and show that such M's  
are equivalent in graph acceptance power to the web-bounded automata of 
Rosenfeld and Milgram (1972) and Milgram (1975); for the details see (Wu, 
1978). 
3. CELLULAR d-GRAPH AUTOMATA AND ACCEPTORS 
A cellular d-graph automaton J¢l is a triple (/~, M, H), where 
/~ is a d-graph, (N, A, f, g) on the label set L 
M is a finite-state automaton (Q, 3), where 
Q is a finite nonempty set of states such that L C Q 
8 is a transition function from Q × za a × Qa into subsets of Q 
which maps any triple whose first term is # into {#} 
H is a mapping from N into Zaa; the image H(n) ~ (t 1 ..... ta) ~ Za a is 
called the neighbor vector of n 
If the range of 8 is the singleton subsets of Q, then it is called a deter- 
ministic cellular d-graph automaton and 3 may be considered as a 
function from Q × Za a × Za a into Q. 
Informally, there is an automaton M at each node n of f', and the input state 
of the automaton at node n is just f(n) eL I .  (We then say that F is the input 
d-graph of M.) At each time step, each M senses the states of its neighbors, reads 
its neighbor vector, and changes its own state according to the transition func- 
tion 3. The neighbor vector tells each node which neighbor of each of its neigh- 
bors it is. Thus if f (n) ~ # and H(n) = (t 1 ,..., ta) , then m is the ith neighbor 
of n iff n is the t~th neighbor of m, i.e., g(n, m) = i iffg(m, n) = t~. This allows 
the automaton at n to decide whether or not to use information from a given 
neighbor m, depending on which neighbor of m n is. If f(n) ~ #,  n has only 
one neighbor m; in this case H(n) = (t, t,..., t), where t = g(n, m). 
A configuration of d/Z is just a mapping from N to Q, which is an assignment of 
states to the nodes. The application of the transition function 3 takes a configura- 
tion c into a configuration c', denoted by c ~--c', as follows: For each non-# 
n ~ AT, if n is in state q = c(n), and the neighbors m 1 .... , ma of n are in states 
643}42/3-4 
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ql = c(ml) ..... qa = c(ma), then c'(n), the new state of n, is 3(q, H(n), ql ..... qa)- 
If  8 does not depend on H(n)--i.e., it maps Qa+l __, Q at each node--we call M 
a weak cellular d-graph automaton. 
A ceIular d-graph automaton with a distinguished node is a cellular d-graph 
automaton such that exactly one of the automata M carries a special mark (as 
part of its state). The mark need not remain at the same node of the graph, but 
we assume that it always remains at a non-# node. 
A cellular d-graph acceptor is a cellular d-graph automaton ~ '  = (/', M, H) 
with a distinguished node such that M is a finite-state acceptor (QI, Q, 8, F), 
where (Q, 3) is a finite-state automaton as before, QI = L is a set of input states, 
and F _C M is a set of final states. An initial configuration of J f  is a mapping 
from N into L. A terminal configuration is a mapping c from N into Q such that 
if n is the distinguished node, then c(n) ~ F, i.e., the aeceptor M of M{ that has the 
special mark is in a final state, did = (1, M, H) accepts the d-graph F = 
(N, A, f ,  g) if there is a finite sequence of configurations co, q ,..., % such that 
c o = f is an initial configuration, % is a terminal configuration, and ci ~-- c~+~ 
for 0 ~< i < m as defined above. 
For a given finite-state acceptor M = (Q I ,  Q, 8, F), let W(M) = 
{J~ ]Me' = (F, M, H) is a cellular d-graph acceptor with a distinguished node} 
be the class of cellular d-graph acceptors determined by M. Whenever no confusion 
can arise, we shall refer to Cg(M) as the cellular d-graph acceptor of M. 
The language of d-graphs accepted by ~(M)  is the set ~(M)  = {F i r  = 
(F, M, H) ~ Cg(M) accepts /'}. A d-graph 1" is accepted by ~(M)  iff F ~ 5~(M). 
The class of languages accepted by (deterministic) ellular d-graph acceptors is 
called the class of (deterministic) cellular d-graph languages, (D)~dSfl. 
I f  we call the final statesF of M accepting states and in addition M has another 
special subset R of states such that R C Q and R n F = ~ called the rejecting 
states, M in this case is denoted by a 5-tuple (Q,, Q, 3, F, R). We say that -/( = 
(1", M, H) rejects 1" if the automaton at the distinguished node enters a rejecting 
state after finitely many steps. Let 58' (M)= {1"1d¢[ = (F, M, H)~(M)  
rejects F}. A d-graph 1" is rejected by Cg(M) iff/1 ~ ~ ' (M) .  Cg(M) recognizes a
d-graph language 5¢ iff Cg(M) accepts every d-graph -7" ~ ~o and ~(M)  rejects 
every d-graph /~ q~ ~.  5¢' is sometimes called a cellular d-graph predicate, and 
C~(M) is called a cellular d-graph recognizer. Every cellular d-graph predicate is 
a celular d-graph language. 
For any d-graph 1", U(F) denotes the underlying graph of F, and for any 
y~L a ={y ly  = U(F) for some d-graph 1" over L}, U-1(y) ={F ly  = 
U(/)}. Cg(M) accepts a node-labeled graph y if c6'(M) accepts some d-graph in 
U-I(7). The acceptance is strong if ~(M)  accepts every d-graph in U-~0,). ~'(M) 
accepts (strongly) a language ~ C ~L a when y ~ ~a iff ~(M)  accepts 7' (strongly). 
Cg(M) rejects a node-labeled graph y if ~(M)  rejects every d-graph in U-~(y). 
g'(M) recognizes a predicate ~q~ C fgL a iff W(M) accepts every ), ~ 54' and (g(M) 
rejects every y ~ £P. The recognition is strong if the acceptance is strong. 
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In the next nine sections we will show how cellular d-graph automata can 
measure various properties of their input graphs. In the final sections of the 
paper we will investigate closure properties of &graph languages under various 
set-theoretic and geometric operations. 
4. GRAPH PROPERTY .¥[EASUREMENT 
Let / "  be a connected -graph and let k be a non-# node of / ' .  The distance 
between two nodes m, n of 1~, denoted by dist(m, n), is the length of the shortest 
path from m to n. The radius of F from "center" k, denoted by r(k), is the maximum 
of the distance between ode k and any non-# node of_N. If D is the distinguished 
node of a cellular d-graph automaton on N, then r(D) will be referred to as the 
radius of / '  and will be denoted by r. The true radius of F, R(_F'), is the minimum 
of r(k) for any non-# node k of/ ' .  
The diameter ofF, d(/'), is the maximum of dist(m, n) for any two non-# nodes 
m, n of 1". Depending on the position of a node k, the value of r(k) is between 
diameter/2 and diameter. Hence d(F)/2 <~ R(I") <~ d(F). The area of / "  is the 
number of non-# nodes in _P. 
In Sections 5-12, we will present fast algorithms for constructing a breadth- 
first spanning tree of a d-graph, in which signals from a node can be passed 
between fathers and sons and not to other neighbors; and for measuring the 
height of the tree and counting its nodes. The time required for each algorithm 
is linear in the radius of the graph; we therefore say that they are radius or 
diameter time algorithms. By applying these algorithms, we can measure graph 
properties uch as the radius and area of the graph, and also detect and count 
the occurrences of specific node labels. We will also present an area time algo- 
rithm to construct a depth-first spanning tree; and apply it to find the true 
radius of the graph, and to identify the cut nodes and bridges of the graph. 
Whenever no confusion can arise, we will simply use n or the label of n to 
refer to the automaton located at node n. The automata in what follows are all 
deterministic and have a distinguished node, and the d-graphs are all connected. 
5. BREADTH-FIRST SPANNING TREE CONSTRUCTION 
Given a connected -graph I ~ with a distinguished node D, we can construct 
a spanning tree of the underlying raph such that D is the root and the height 
of the tree is minimal. D sends out a signal to its neighbors, who mark themselves 
with the arc end numbers leading to D. ~ Each of these neighbors then passes 
1 This marking is done using a special symbol in the state of the automaton atthe node, 
which designates the desired arc end. 
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the signal to its unmarked, non-# neighbors. If  a node receives the signal from 
more than one neighbor, it arbitrarily chooses one of them, say the one with 
the lowest arc end number. At each step, the nodes that received the signal at 
the previous step pass the signal to their unmarked neighbors. Marking takes 
place only when a node receives the signal for the first time. Clearly, in this way, 
the signal reaches every node exactly once, and each node is marked with the 
arc end number leading to the node from which it received the signal. This 
defines a breadth-first panning tree of the d-graph, in which each node except D 
knows its father. From each node n, if we follow the arc end numbers marked 
at the nodes, we have a unique path from n to D, namely, the path n = n o , 
n 1 , n 2 ,..., n~ = D, where node ni is marked with the number of arc end (h i ,  
ni+l). It is easy to see from the construction that this path is a shortest path from 
n to D. Hence the height of this spanning tree is the radius of the d -graph/ '  
with "center" D. Since the time for a signal to reach a node n is equal to the 
length of the path from n to D in the tree, the construction of the spanning tree 
takes radius time. 
We may sometimes want to have a spanning tree such that each node knows 
not only its father but also its sons (if any). In this case, after each son nl 
(1 ~ i ~< t for some t ~ d) of a node marks itself with the arc end number 
leading to n, n takes note of and remembers the arc end numbers leading to 
the sons. This is possible because n knows what neighbor of each son it is. Note 
that n cannot tell which neighbor is a son until the neighbors decide who are 
their fathers, since an unmarked node may receive the signal simultaneously 
from more than one neighbor, and it must choose one of them to be its father 
in the tree. 
In order for the root node D to know when the spanning tree has been con- 
structed, each leaf node sends a signal (this signal is understood not to interfere 
with other signals) up to its father, and a node passes the signal along when it has 
received the signal from all of its sons. When D receives the signal from all of 
its sons, it knows that the spanning tree has been completely constructed. The 
time needed for this to happen is essentially twice the radius (radius time to 
construct he tree; radius time to inform D that the construction is complete). 
6. RADIUS MEASUREMENT AND LABEL DETECTION 
The radius r of a d-graph with "center" at node D is the shortest distance 
between D and a node farthest away from D. If we can identify such a node n 
in the d-graph, then we can find the radius by counting the number of steps a 
signal from D takes to reach n. Moreover, whenever a message from D reaches n, 
we can be sure that it has also reached all other nodes of the d-graph, provided 
the transmission of the message is uniform in the sense that every node passes 
the message to all of its neighbors at the same speed. 
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Consider the spanning tree constructed in Section 5 for a d-graph _P. The tree 
has height r (radius) and each node knows its father and sons (if any). The leaf 
node D' at the end of a longest branch is a node farthest away from D, since this 
branch has length r. This longest branch and node D' are easily identified as 
follows: D sends a signal S 1 down the tree at unit speed. When signal S 1 reaches 
a leaf node, it changes to signal St and propagates upward to each node's father. 
When a node n receives ignal S~ from a son m, if there is another son m' who 
has not sent signal S 2 to n yet, then the longest branch containing n and m' is 
longer than that containing n and m. Node n then sends a reject signal R down 
the subtree of m, indicating that its nodes are not on the longest branch; the 
nodes receiving R will be called "rejected." I f  node n receives ignal $2 simul- 
taneously from all of its unrejected sons, then it arbitrarily chooses one to keep 
and sends the reject signal R to all the others, since they have the same maximal 
branch length. Clearly each node has at most one son that is not rejected, and 
the signal S 2 from the leaf of a longest branch of a subtree is the last one to 
reach the root of the subtree. Therefore when this process is complete the only 
unrejected nodes left are the ones along a longest branch of the spanning tree. 
D can then send a marking signal down this string of unrejected nodes, marking 
each of its non-leaf nodes with the arc end number leading to the son along the 
branch, and marking the leaf node with D' (say). The time required for this 
process is just twice the radius r. D can know that the marking is completed if we 
use another steps to send a signal up from D'when it is marked, and D receives 
this signal. 
We can use the nodes on this path as a counter, where a digit is stored in each 
node. I f  the digits are in base k, any number <k "+1 may be stored in this 
counter. We now show how to compute the radius of the graph and store it 
(in base 2) in this counter in radius time. 
A signal S sent by D along the path D = n o , n 1 ,..., n~ = D' takes r steps to 
reach D'. When D' receives ignal S, it changes S to S '  and sends it back to D; 
it thus takes another steps for S' to reach D. I f  the counter is initially zero 
and is incremented by 1 at every other time step, then when S'  reaches D, the 
counter contains the number r. More specifically, this is done as follows: 
The state of each node contains a binary number pair (carry bit, sum bit). 
Initially, the number pairs are all (0, 0). At the first step, D sends the signal S 
down at unit speed and changes its number pair to (0, 1). At every other step, 
i.e., at steps 2i + 1 (i ~ 0), D increments its sum bit by 1 and thus may create 
a carry bit of 1. At the beginning of a step, if node ni (0 <~ i <~ r) has a carry 
bit of 1, node ni+l increments its sum bit by 1 and n i changes its carry bit to 0; 
this may be considered as shifting the carry bit of n i to hi+ 1 . Since the sum bit 
of D is incremented at every other step, no conflict between shifting and 
incrementing will occur. When D receives the returning signal S' ,  the counter 
will contain the number . However, some of the digits may still be in the carry 
bits of some nodes and have to be shifted. This will take at most another log2 r 
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steps. In order for D to know that the process is finished, when signal S reaches 
D', D' sends back a signal S' at unit speed as well as another signal S" at half 
speed. When S' reaches D, incrementing of its sum bit stops. When S" reaches 
D, an additional r > log S r time steps have elapsed, so that the carrying process 
must be complete, and the number r (in binary) is stored in the sum bits of the 
nodes with the least significant digit at D. The time requiied for the above 
algorithm is three times the radius, once node D' and the path between D and D' 
are identified (which also takes order radius time). 
Another application of being able to identify the node D' farthest from D is to 
the problem of detecting the presence or absence of a specific label ~ in the 
d-graph. This is done as follows: D sends out a signal S at unit speed to look for 
a. If  a node with label c~ receives the signal, it returns a match signal which is 
transmitted back to D to indicate the presence of ~. This match signal SM is a 
dominating signal, such that if a node receives SM as well as some other signals, 
it transmits SM and ignores the others. When D' receives the original signal S, 
it sends back a return signal Sa • I f  D receives SR without having received SM, 
it knows that a is not present in the labels of the nodes of _/7, since when signal S 
reaches D', it has also reached all the other nodes. In case there is a node m with 
label c~, the match signal S M from m will be sent out no later than SR is sent 
from D', so that SM will reach D no later than SR • This algorithm takes twice 
radius time after node D' is identified (which can be done in order radius time). 
Therefore label detection for a d-graph is a radius-time task. 
7. TREE NODE COUNTING 
Let T be a d-graph whose underlying graph is a tree. We assume that each 
node of T knows its father and sons, if any. We further assume that the root 
node has a special mark to identify it as a distinguished node. In this section we 
exhibit a cellular d-graph automaton that counts the number of nodes in T 
and outputs the number from the root node, least significant digit first in base d. 
(By "outputs" we mean that the states of the root node at certain successive 
time steps contain information that specifies these digits, so that an outside 
observer could determine these digits by recording a succession of root node 
states.) 
Consider a cellular d-graph automaton ~¢' on T with basic automaton M = 
(Q, 3) such that the states of M are triples of the form (q~, q~, q3), where 
q~ is a number between 0 and d u 1 representing the sum digit 
qz represents the carry digit 
q~ identifies the type of node and the actions to be taken. It  has the 
following possible values: 
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Informally, 
(t, O, 1) or (b, 
step, 
t indicates a leaf node 
b indicates a non-leaf node 
S shifts the sum digit up only when its father is in state A or 
if it is on the root node, and then changes S to A. The old 
carry digit becomes the new sum digit and the new carry 
digit is zero. 
A adds the sum digits shifted in from its sons to its own sum 
q~.qa nd then changes to state S. (For simplicity, whenever 
no confusion can arise, we may refer to state (A, q2, q3) 
as state A.) 
at the first step, each node identifies itself and changes to state 
0, 1) according to whether it is a leaf or not. At each subsequent 
(1) A leaf node (in state t) shifts its sum digit up whenever its father is in 
state A (otherwise, it remains unchanged.) Thus the sequence of numbers 
shifted up by a leaf is 1, 0, 0 ..... 
(2) A node in state (A, 0, s) changes to state (S, p, q), where pd -{- q = s @ 
all the sum digits shifted up from its sons (see Proposition 2 below). 
(3) A node in state (S, c, s) remains unchanged unless its father is in state 
A or when it is the root node; it then shifts s up and changes to state (A, 0, c). 
(4) A node in state (b, 0, 1) remains unchanged unless all its sons are in 
states A, t or S; it then changes to state (A, O, 1). 
Thus A serves as a signal to a node's sons that they can shift their sum digits 
up for addition. This will assure that all the sons shift up the digits at the same 
time even though the digits may have arrived at each son node at different 
times. No shifting to the father node, and thus no addition, takes place until 
all of them have arrived, since if any brother is not ready, the father will not be 
in state A. S serves as a signal to a node's father that the node is ready to shift 
its sum digit up anytime its father is ready. It also serves as a signal to the node's 
sons that it is not ready to take their sum digits, and thus prevents them from 
doing any shifting. Its sons in turn may prevent heir sons from shifting. 
The following propositions how that the digits output by the root node 
correspond to the number of nodes in the tree. The detailed proofs can be 
found in (Wu, 1978). 
PROPOSITION l. I f  n is a node of height h >/ 1, then n remains in state (b, O, I) 
until at step h + 1, it changes to (A, O, 1). At the end of step h + 1, all the sons 
of n are in state s or state t. 
Proof. By induction on h and the fact that a node of height ~> 1 must have 
a son of height h -- 1. | 
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PROPOSITION 2. At the beginning of a step, if a node n is in state A, then its sons 
are in state S or state t. 
Proof. By induction on the height of node n and Proposition 1. | 
PROPOSITION 3. I f  T is a tree of height h >~ 1, then the number of nodes in 
T ~ I T l < dn+l. Therefore in base d, i T] is at most an (h + 1)-digit number. 
Proof. T~ 1 +d+d(d- -  1) -]- -" - /  d (d - -  1) ~- l+- ' '+d(d -  1) h - l<:  
d h+l fo rh>/  1. | 
PROPOSITION 4. Let qo, ql ,-.., be the sequence of digits (in base d) that a node n 
shifts up. I f  node n has height h, then qi = O for i > h and qo + dql + "'" + dhq~ 
(i.e., q~qh-~ "'" qlqo in base d) is the number of nodes in the subtree rooted at n 
(including n itself). 
Proof. By induction on h. At step h + 1, node n changes from state (b, 0, 1) 
to (A, 0, 1). At the beginning of step h + 2, n's sons are in state S or state t. 
Thus n adds its sum bit (----1) and the digits shifted up by its sons. By the 
induction hypothesis, these are the least significant digits of the numbers of 
nodes in the sons' subtrees. Therefore the sum bit of n now holds the least 
significant digit of the number of nodes in its own subtree. Note that this sum is 
<~1 + d(d -- 1) < d 2 for d > 1 so that two base d digits are sufficient o hold 
the sum. When n's father is ready, n shifts this sum digit up, moves its carry 
digit to the sum bit, and becomes ready to accept he next digit from its sons. 
Adding these inputs to its sum bit gives the next least significant digit of the 
number of nodes in its own subtree, This process continues. By Proposition 3, 
only the first h + 1 digits from n may be nonzero. | 
PROPOSITION 5. The sequence of digits that the root node D outputs corre- 
sponds to the number of nodes in T, least significant digit first in base d. After step 
3h + 3, where h is the height of T, all the digits output are zero. 
Proof. D changes to state (A, 0, 1) at step h + 1. Addition of the least 
significant digits is done at step h + 2 and the first digit is output at step h + 3. 
Since D outputs its sum bit as soon as it is in state S, a digit is output every other 
step. By Proposition 2, at most h + 1 digits can be nonzero. Therefore after 
step 3h + 3 when the (h + 1)st digit is shifted out, all outputs are zero. | 
The above propositions how that the time required to count and output the 
number of nodes is about three times the height of the tree. It is easy for D to 
know that 3h + 3 steps have elapsed by sending out a signal that travels to a 
farthest node of the tree at half speed and then back to D at unit speed. Tree 
steps after the return signal arrives, D can terminate the output process. 
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8. AREA MEASUREMENT AND LABEL COUNTING 
The area of a d-graph is the number of nodes in its underlying raph. Using 
the results of Sections 5-7, we can find the area of a d-graph in order-radius time. 
Given a d-graph 3" with distinguished node D and radius r, we can construct 
a spanning tree of the underlying raph in radius time by the method of Section 5. 
This tree has root D and height r, and each node knows the arc end numbers 
leading to its father and sons (if any). Using the algorithm of Section 7, D can 
output he area of the d-graph in base d, again in radius time. Moreover, we know 
that the area of ; ' i s  less than d r+l (see Proposition 3), so that the longest branch, 
which has length r, has enough room to store this number. We can thus output 
the number from the root node by shifting the digits down the longest branch. 
As in Section 7, D knows when the counting process is completed and that the 
graph area is stored in the nodes along the longest branch, with the least signif- 
icant digit at the leaf node. 
It is straightforward to modify this algorithm to count the occurrences of 
specific node labels. At the first step of the tree node counting algorithm, only 
those nodes with the specific label are changed to (t, 0, 1) or (b, 0, 1); the others 
are changed to (t, 0, 0) or (b, 0, 0). The number that D outputs is then the number 
of occurrences of the label. This number is less than the area, and therefore can 
be stored along the longest branch. 
9. DEPTH-FIRST SPANNING TREE CONSTRUCTION AND NODE ORDERING 
In Section 5 it was shown that a breadth-first spanning tree of a d-graph 1~ 
can be constructed by a cellular d-graph automaton i  time proportional to the 
diameter of -P. The depth-first spanning tree (DFST) is also very useful in 
designing algorithms. However, because of the nature of depth-first search, 
the nodes need to be explored one at a time so that the construction of a DFST  
takes time at least equal to the number of nodes in the graph. The DFST  gives 
an ordering of the nodes based on the order in which the nodes are explored. 
Once the nodes of F are ordered, they can be considered as a string of nodes and 
many algorithms uch as firing squad synchronization on strings can be applied 
to the automata t the nodes. , 
Let Jd  = (_P, M, H) be a cellular d-graph automaton with a distinguished 
node D. Let the states of M have an ancestor component of length 1 and a 
descendant component which is a set of size ~<d --  1 whose elements belong 
to {1, 2,..., d}. These components are used to store the numbers of the arc ends 
leading to the node's ancestor and descendants, except for the distinguished 
node D where its ancestor component is considered to be part of the descendant 
set. Initially these components are all empty. A node with an empty ancestor 
component is said to be unvisited. At the first step, a signal _P is created at node D 
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and the smallest arc end number leading to a non-# neighbor (the least non-# 
arc end number) of D is recorded in D's descendant component. Then P is 
passed to this neighbor. I f  D has no non-# neighbors, by the connectedness of/", 
f '  has only one node. Whenever signal P reaches a new node, the node records 
the least non-# unvisited arc end number in its descendant component, if any, 
and P is passed to this unvisited node. The signal P '  is invoked only when all 
the non-# neighbors of a node possessing signal P have been visited; then P' 
is changed back to P at the ancestor node. Thus P directs the forward search 
and P' the backup to the ancestor. Clearly when node D has no unvisited non-# 
neighbors and P reaches D, a depth-first spanning tree of /"  with the root at D 
has been constructed. The ancestor and descendants of each node are stored 
in the corresponding components. Note that each time a number is added to the 
descendant component, it is the smallest one qualified. Thus they are added in 
increasing order so that the largest number in the set is always the last one added. 
Therefore the numbers in the ancestor and descendant components give an 
ordering of the nodes corresponding to the order in which they are visited. 
For each node n which is not D, the arc from n's ancestor in the DFST  is 
traversed once by signal P to set n's ancestor component and is traversed once 
by signal P' when all of the descendants of n have been visited. Therefore the 
construction of the DFST  takes time proportional to the number of nodes of / ' ,  
which we refer to as area (/"). 
It is easy to modify the DFST  construction process to identify all the nodes 
of / "  with a given property. Suppose it takes t(/") steps to determine whether a 
specific node (say the distinguished node) has a certain property 32. During the 
construction of the DFST  of/", when a new node n is reached, instead of passing 
signal P to the least unvisited non-# neighbor immediately, n is first checked to 
see if it has property 32 and an appropriate mark is made at n. When the last 
node is checked and the DFST  is constructed, all the nodes with property X 
are identified. The process takes time proportional to t(/") times area (/"). 
10. TRUE RADIUS MEASUREMENT AND CENTRAL POINTS 
Given a d-graph/", for any non-# node n of/", r(n) = the radius of /"  from 
"center" n is the maximum of the distances between and any non-# node of/ ' .  
C is a centralpoint of/" if r(C) = R(F), the true radius of/". Note that there may 
be more than one central point in a d-graph. Many of the algorithms we have 
presented take time proportional to the radius o f / "  with "center" the distin- 
guished node. These algorithms are more efficient if the distinguished node is 
located at a central point. A central point is interesting also because it is the best 
location for a communication or emergency center in a network. In this section 
we exhibit a cellular d-graph automaton J{  that can identify a central point and 
find R(/~) in time proportional to area(/") times diameter(/") by finding r(n) for 
each node n of /"  and then comparing them. 
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The time required to locate a central point is relatively long. However, once 
such a point has been located and has become the distinguished node, all the 
order-radius time algorithms become more efficient. For example, if the d-graph 
is a string and the distinguished node is at one of the ends, then locating the 
central point (the midpoint of the string) as the new distinguished node enables 
many of the tasks to be accomplished in half the time. 
The following proposition shows that a longest branch of a depth-first 
spanning tree is long enough to store r(n) in unary for any node n if two digits 
are stored in each node of the branch. 
PROPOSITION 6. Let F be a d-graph and let l be the length of a longest branch 
of a depth-first spanning tree of F; then 2l ~ r(n) for any node n of !P. 
Proof. r(n) = (maximum of the distance between n and any non-# node 
o f / ' )  <~ max{2l} = 2l. | 
On any d-graph F, Jg" = (F, M, H) with a distinguished node D operates in 
the following five stages: 
(1) Jd  constructs the DFST  of .P with D as its root. A longest branch of 
the DFST  is identified in the same way that a longest branch of the BFST is 
identified in Section 5. This longest branch of the DFST  will be used as a 
counter to store r(n)'s. Each node of the counter has two channels o that two 
numbers can be stored in it simultaneously. 
(2) dd constructs the BFST of _P with D as its root. This tree gives the 
shortest paths from any node of/~ to D. r(D) is found and stored in the counter 
in unary using a method similar to that in Section 5 and described in more detail 
in 4(b) below. 
(3) At each node n, the state has a component p(n) which is a number in 
{0, 1 .... , d}. Let Q(n) denote the p(n)th neighbor of node n ifp(n) =/: 0. Then D, 
n 1 = Q(D), ne ~- Q(nl) ..... N ~--- Q(nn), where p(D), p(nl),..., p(n~) are nonzero 
and p(N) is zero, denotes a path from node D to N when node N has the property 
that the radius of F with center at P? is stored in the counter defined in (1). 
Therefore, after r(D) is stored in channel 1 of the counter, p(D) is set to zero. 
(4) .Mr visits ean node o f / '  according to the order induced by the DFST,  
finds r(n), and compares it with the previous minimum. Specifically, when ~t' 
visits node n, it (a) identifies n', the node farthest away from n; and (b) stores 
r(n) in unary in channel 2 of the counter by generating a pulse u from node n 
every other step after a signal S is sent from n to n' until a signal S' reaches n. 
S' is generated by node n' when signal S reaches node n'. Both S and S' are 
sent at unit speed. Each pulse u is passed on to node D, the first node of the 
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counter. When D gets pulse u, it increments the counter by 1 and this pulse u 
is dissolved. D knows no more pulses u will come from node n if it does not 
receive any pulse in two consecutive steps. (c) If the new number in channel 2 
of the counter is not smaller than the old number in channel 1 of the counter, 
then the new number is discarded by setting channel 2 to zero. Otherwise the 
old number is discarded and the new number is moved to channel 1. Moreover, 
the shortest path from D to n (which is given by the BFST  rooted at D from (2)) 
is recorded in the state as p(m)'s for all the m's in the path andp(n) is set to zero. 
(5) When ~//l finishes visiting every non-# node o f / "  so that (4) above is 
done for each node, the number in the counter gives the true radius of/7 centered 
at a central point. The center can easily be identified by following the path 
specified by p(D) and the p(n)'s. 
Since r(n) ~ diameter(2,) for every node n in I ', the time it takes ~ to find 
the true radius of 2' and to identify a central point is proportional to area(F) 
times diameter(2,). 
can be modified by taking the following into consideration. A node n with 
only one non-# neighbor m is not a central point when there are other nodes in 17' 
since the distance between any node k =/= n and node m is I less than that 
between k and n. If n' is a node farthest away from n then r(n') =- (maximum 
of the distance between ' and any non-# node of 2,) ~ (distance between ' 
and n) ~ r(n). Therefore n' can be eliminated from consideration of being 
a central point when we are only interested in finding the true radius or a single 
central point rather than all central points. The modified cellular d-graph 
automaton will be faster than de', even though the speed is still on the order of 
area(/")" diameter(/ ') in the worst case. 
11. CUT NODES AND BLOCKS 
Let 2, be a d-graph and let n be a node of 2,. To find if a node n of _P is a cut 
node of 2,, a cellular d-graph automaton ~ = (1", M,  H)  partitions the non-# 
arc ends at n so that two arc ends belong the same class iff the arcs belong to the 
same block, i.e., there exists a simple cycle containing them. From the definition 
and properties of cut nodes, n is a cut node iff there is more than one class of 
non-# arc ends at n. The arcs in each class belong to the same block. 
The states of M have a d-tuple (a l ,  a2 .... , de) which is initially all zeros. This  
d-tuple at node n is called the partition vector and is used to record the partition 
of the arc ends at n. The d-tuples at the other nodes are used to record arc end 
equivalences. At the first step, the partition vector is set so that a i = i if the: 
ith arc end of n leads to a non-# node, and a~ ----- 0 otherwise for 1 ~< i ~< d. 
Therefore each arc end belongs to a different class. I f  n has only one non-# 
neighbor, then n is not a cut node. Otherwise #¢/starts the construction of a 
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breadth-first spanning tree (BFST) rooted at n as in Section 5, except that n 
sends out d signals instead of just one. The ith neighbor of n gets the signal i 
which will be propagated from non-# neighbor to non- / /ne ighbor .  A node m 
receives ignals i, j from its neighbors iff there are two paths from n to m, one 
containing the ith neighbor of n, the other containing the j th neighbor. Hence 
the ith and the .]th arc ends of n belong to the same class of the partition. 
Whenever a node m receives signals i0, is .... , i k from its neighbors where 
i 0 < is < "" < ik, m chooses a neighbor m' which gives it the smallest signal 
i 0 as its immediate ancestor in the BFST.  Signal io is transmitted to its unmarked 
neighbors and m sends a classification signal (i0, i l , . .- ,  ik) to m' to be transmitted 
up to the BFST  to its ancestors to indicate to node n that its i0th,..., i~th arcs 
belong to the same block. A node m with signal jo having neighbors with signals 
j i  ..... Jt such that j i - i  < j~ for 1 ~< i ~ 1 also sends a classification signal 
(Y'o, j~ ,.-., Jr) up to its ancestors. Any node receiving a classification signal passes 
the signal to its ancestor. A node receiving more than one classification signal 
merges them and sends the merged classification signal up to its ancestor since 
they all belong to the same class of the partition. Each classification signal is 
of length at most d. Hence the d-tuples at the nodes can be used for their 
transmission. When n receives a classification signal (i o .... , ik) and the partition 
vector of** is (a s .... , ad), then aio , aq .... , a~k are all set to min{alo, al l , . . .  , ai~}. 
In case more than one classification signal is received by n, the partition vectors 
are reset so that if {io, il ,..., ik} v~ {Jo,]s .... ,j~} ~ 2d, then min{aio,  .... aik, 
ajo ,..., a~z } is used. If {/o, is ,..-, ik} n {J0 , j l  .... ,jz} = ;~ then al , ,  aq .... , aik 
are set to their minimum and aj0 ,..., a3z are set to their own minimum. One 
step after the BFST  is constructed, all the possible classification signals are on 
their way to node n. Therefore when n receives the message indicating the 
completion of the spanning tree construction, n knows that the partition of its 
arc ends is also complete. The ith andj th  arc ends of u belong to the same block 
iff a i ~- a; va 0 in the partition vector (a 1 ,..., ad). The nonzero components of 
the partition vector have the same value iff n is not a cut node. The time for 
n to decide if it is a cut node is twice the radius of f '  "centered" at n, which 
is no more than the diameter of/~. 
Combining the above with the construction of a DFST  o f / ' ,  one can identify 
all the cut nodes of F in time proportional to area(F) times diameter(/~). It is 
easy to tell then if P is biconnected (a block, containing no cut points). All the 
blocks o f / "  can easily be identified by the partition vector at each node which 
tells which arcs at the node belong to the same block. In this case the transmission 
of the classification signal should not use the d-tuples which are the partition 
vectors so that their values will not be destroyed. Clearly an extra d-tuple is 
needed in the states of M. 
Note that the identification of the cut nodes is done one node at a time. 
Attempts to do the identification i  parallel ead to possible confusion of signals 
from different nodes. Tarjan (1972) has a sequential algorithm which takes 
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time proportional to the number of edges of a graph, in which a DFST  is con- 
structed and the cut nodes (=/=the root) are those nodes n having a son s such 
that there are no arcs connecting any descendants of s (including s itself) and a 
proper ancestor of n. However, this algorithm is allowed to use integers as 
large as the size of the graph; thus each node can have a different number for 
distinction. The state set of the cellular d-graph automaton J{  is the same 
regardless of how large the d-graph F is. The inability to distinguish the signals 
originating from different nodes creates problems for parallel identification 
of cut nodes. 
12. BttlDGES 
Let F be a d-graph and let T be a breadth-first spanning tree (BFST) of /~ 
constructed using the method in Section 5. If an arc (m, n) of F is not a tree arc 
in T, then node m and node n must have a least common ancestor node k such 
that k :/= m and k =/: n. The arcs in the tree path from k to m and those in the 
tree path from k to n, together with arc (m, n), form a cycle. Hence (m, n) is 
not a bridge. Therefore a bridge of F must be an arc of the BFST.  
Let (a, b) be an arc of the BFST  of F, where a is the ancestor of b in the tree. 
Suppose the root node sends a signal B down the tree and colors the nodes blue. 
When signal B reaches node b, it is changed to signal R to color the nodes red 
so that node b is colored red while node a is colored blue. Note that the other 
descendants of a are also blue. Signal R is sent only down the subtree with root b. 
Any time a blue node m has a red neighbor n and (m, n) @ (a, b) then (a, b) 
is not a bridge since (a, b) belongs to the cycle containing the arc (m, n) and the 
paths from the least common ancestor of m, n to nodes m and n. 
A cellular d-graph automaton d/t' with a distinguished node D can decide if 
an arc (p,  q) of F is a bridge by constructing a BFST  of F, and if (p,  q) is a 
tree arc, then starting the coloring of nodes as above. This process takes time 
proportional to the radius of U "centered" at D. 
To identify all the bridges of F, a BFST T of F is constructed and then each 
tree arc is tested. The order of the arcs of T is induced by the DFST  of F: 
When a new node n is added to the DFST ,  the unique arc joining n and its 
ancestor in the BFST  is tested, and the answer is stored in the node. The time 
it takes to identify all the bridges is proportional to area(F) times diameter(F). 
I t  should be pointed out that not every arc of the BFST  needs to be tested since 
during the BFST construction, if a node n receives the signal (originating from 
the root) from more than one neighbor, then the arc leading to n's ancestor 
cannot be a bridge. 
PROPOSITION 7. An arc (m, n) of a d-graph P is a bridge iff the subgraph 
consisting only of the arc (m, n) (with its endpoints) is a block. 
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Pro@ (~)  If (m, n) is a bridge then (m, n) does not belong to any cycle; 
therefore (m, n) by itself is a block. 
(~)  If (m, n) is not a bridge then (m, n) is part of a cycle. Thus (m, n) 
belongs to the same block as the other arcs of the cycle. Therefme {(m, n)} 
is not ablock. | 
This proposition shows that if the cut nodes or blocks o f / "  are identified as 
in the previous ection, then the bridges of -P can be identified in one step since 
they are just the blocks consisting of only one arc. The singleton blocks are 
readily identified from the partition vectors at each node; each of its arc ends is 
in a class of the partition by itself. 
13. CLOSURE UNDER SET-THEORETIC OPERATIONS 
PROPOSITION 8. ~z/ finite intersection of (deterministic) cellular d-graph lan- 
guages (predicates) is a (deterministic) ellular d-graph language (predicate). 
Proof. Let M1 ,..., M~ be finite-state acceptors uch that the cellular d-graph 
acceptors ~(3ql),... , Cd(M~) accept he C~ddC's ~,q° 1 ,..., ~ .  Define M as follows: 
The states of M are n-tuples in Q~ × "" × Q~ and the accepting states of M are 
F a × .-' × F~,, where Qi is the state set of Mi and F, is the accepting state of 
Mi (1 ~ i ~ n). The components of the state of M are independent of each 
other, where the ith component simulates the change of state as dictated by M, 
and the ith components of its neighbors' states. Whenever the ith component 
reaches a final state of M~, it remains unchanged, while the other components 
continue to simulate the other 3/l~'s. Then C~(M) accepts/~ iff each ~(Mi) accepts 
F iff F ~ ~qPa n '.. n ~.  Also, M is deterministic iff every Mi is deterministic 
(1 ~ i ~ n). I f  each M~- is a recognizer of d¢~., then M is a recognizer of 
t~ .." (3 5¢~ provided ~(M) rejects F as soon as one of the components (say 
the ith) of the state of M is in a rejecting state of M~. | 
PROPOSITION 9. A finite union of (deterministic) d-graph languages (predicates) 
is a (deterministic) ellular d-graph language (predicate). 
Proof. Define M '  in the same way as M in Proposition 8 except that S 
(S 1 ,..., S~) is an accepting state of M '  iff Si is an accepting state of 3/I~ for some i, 
1 ~ i ~ n. If the Mi's are recognizers, (S 1 ..... S~) is a rejecting state of M '  
iff for every i, 1 ~ i ~ n, S~: is a rejecting state of Mi • | 
PROPOSITION 10. Any singleton {F} is a deterministic cellular d-graph predicate. 
Proof. We can define a cellular d-graph recognizer Jd[ r which discovers 
whether a d-graph is isomorphic to U(F), with the added requirement that ~d r
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further checks the arc end numberings after isomorphism to U(1") is confirmed. 
d/{ r accepts a d-graph only when all the arc end numberings are exactly the same 
as in 1", and rejects all other d-graphs. Clearly d/{ r accepts only 1". | 
PROPOSITION 11. Any finite set of d-graphs is a deterministic cellular d-graph 
predicate. 
Proof. Propositions 9 and 10. | 
The set complement of a cellular d-graph language ~o is the set of all d- 
graphs (having the same node label set as the d-graphs in ~g,¢) that are not in ~o. 
Clearly cellular d-graph predicates are closed under complementation, but it 
is not known if the cellular d-graph languages are. 
In graph theory, the complement of a graph G is a graph having the same 
nodes as G, and in which two nodes are joined by an arc iff they are not neighbors 
in G. However, the complement of a d-graph G is not necessarily a d-graph. 
In fact, its nodes have degree ~ (the number of nodes in G) - -  I, which is not 
bounded. Therefore it is not appropriate to consider complements of d-graphs. 
14. PERMUTATION 
We next consider some "geometric" operations on cellular d-graph languages. 
For any d-graph 1", a renumbering of 1" is a d-graph obtained by renumbering 
some (possibly none) or all of the arc ends of 1"; thus it is a d-graph having the 
same underlying graph as 1". For any cellular d-graph language L~c~, the renum- 
bering closure ~fp of c¢ is the set of all renumberings of the d-graphs in ~f. I f  
the underlying graph of every d-graph in ~ is accepted strongly by a cellular 
d-graph acceptor, then ~Lf o = ~Lf. 
PROPOSITION 12. The renumbering closure of a (deterministic) cellular d-graph 
predicate is a (deterministic) cellular d-graph predicate. 
Proof. Let C#(M) recognize the cellular d-graph predicate P. Define a finite- 
state recognizer A such that its states have a component which is a permutation 
of the numbers 1, 2 , . ,  d, and which is initially (1, 2,..., d). This permutation 
vector is used to implicitly define a renumbering of the arc ends at a node. 
Specifically, the vector ( jl,..., ja) indicates that the ith arc end is now renumbered 
as j i ,  1 ~ i~d.  For any d-graph /', d =(F ,A ,H)  can first construct a 
depth-first spanning tree to get an ordering of the nodes. Then it can change 
the permutation vector at each node, systematically using the ordering of the 
nodes. Each change implicitly represents a new d-graph 1" 1 which is a tenure- 
bering of 1". The states also have another component hat stores the nodes' 
initial states. ~ restores the initial states at the nodes of 1" and then simulates 
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(/~1, M, H). I f  it reaches an acceptance state of M then d accepts f '  since/" is a 
renumbering of/"1 and/~1 ~ P. Otherwise it reaches a rejecting state of M, and 
a change of the permutation vectors is made to give a new renumbering of/~, 
where again zd checks whether C~(M) accepts this new renumbering. If all the 
renumberings have been checked and the acceptance state was never reached, 
/" is rejected. It is easy to see that A is deterministic if M is. ][ 
It is not known whether the renumbering closure of a deterministic ellular 
d-graph language ~qo is a deterministic cellular d-graph language. The construc- 
tion in Proposition 12 does not work when ~ is not a predicate since for some 
renumbering/~1 of/, ,  the cellular d-graph acceptor may not accept/"I ,  and may 
not stop; thus it is not possible for ~d to test all the other renumberings which 
may be in ~.  
PROPOSITION 13. The renumbering closure of a cellular d-graph language is 
a nondeterministic cellular d-graph language. 
Proof. Define A'  in the same way as A in Proposition 12 except that A'  
is nondeterministic, so that after getting a new numbering, d '  = (/", A', H) 
can start simulating (/"1, M, H) or can change to the next new numbering. 
Thus ~ '  accepts F iff one of the renumberings o f / ,  is in ~ iff f '  is a renumber- 
ing of a d-graph in ~-VP. | 
A renumbering is a permutation of the arc end numberings. We can also 
consider permutation of node labels. As in the proof of Proposition 12, we can 
order the nodes and then systematically test every permutation of their labels, so 
that this closure, too, is a deterministic cellular d-graph predicate. Another kind 
of permutation we can consider is permutation of the nodes. However, the 
resulting d-graph is just an automorphic image of the original one, and so is 
not distinguishable by a cellular d-graph automaton. 
15. CONCATENATION AND CLOSURE 
Let there be given two d-graphs 1"1,/2,  where both F 1 and F 2 have a # node. 
A concatenation of/"1 and /"2, denoted by /'1 "/ '2, is a d-graph obtained by 
performing the following operations: (l) Delete the two # nodes n 1 , n 2 and the 
arcs (nl, ml), (n2, m2) joining nl ,  n 2 to their neighbors ml, rn 2 in /1 ,  /,2, 
respectively; (2) connect/ '1 and f'2 with a new arc (ml, m2); and (3) assign the 
numberings of the arc ends (ml, nl) , (m2, n2) to the ends of this new arc at 
nodes m 1 , m 2 , I f  one of the d-graphs does not have any # nodes, then concatena- 
tion is not defined. 
Two d-graphs may have many different concatenations, since each of them 
may have more than one # node, and there is a concatenation associated with 
each pair of # nodes of/"1 and/"2. 
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It should be pointed out that if {_F~ •/~} denotes the set of all concatenations 
of /1  and I" 2 then (/1 "/2} ~ (/2 "11}- However, associativity does not hold, i.e., 
{(/1 " /2)" /a}  ~ {/1 "(/2 "/a)}, since 
• r , ) .   {rl . (v2.  but
and if both/~, and I'2 have only one # node, and/a  has at least wo # nodes then 
{(/~ "/2)" Ea} is empty but {/"1" (/~.'/~a)} is not empty. We denote by /1"  F2" 
.. . .  /~n the set of d-graphs resulting from taking the concatenation of the n 
given d-graphs in any associative order. For example, { / l ' F~. / 'a}  = 
{r,- &)} u ((&. r2). 
The new arc joining/x and/~2 is always a bridge in/"1 " /2 ,  and it is called 
a concatenati~e bridge. Not every bridge in /'1-/"2 is a concatenative bridge, 
since/~, and/2  may themselves have bridges. 
For any cellular d-graph language £~a, the closure ~+ of ~ is the set of all 
concatenations of d-graphs in 6g, i.e., ~+ = {/1 "/~ . . . . .  /~ I n >~ 1,/~i e ~o 
for 1 ~ i  ~n}.  
PROPOSITION 14. The closure ~(~+ of a (deterministic) cellular d-graph predicate 
is a (deterministic) cellular d-graph predicate. 
Proof. In Section 12 it was shown that there exists a deterministic cellular 
d-graph automaton which identifies all the bridges of a d-graph and always 
terminates. Define a cellular d-graph recognizer dg with a distinguished node D 
such that for any d-graph / ,  it identifies all the bridges, and also given an 
ordering to the bridges. Each bridge may or may not be concatenative bridge. 
d/" can systematically consider different subsets of the set of bridges as concate- 
native bridges. For each subset of bridges of size k, 0 ~< k ~< t (~- the number 
of bridges in I'), if each bridge end node treats the neighbor at the other end 
of the bridge as a # node, then -7' is implicitly decomposed into k @ 1 com- 
ponents. Let D, together with the bridge end node further away from D in a 
breadth-first panning tree, be the distinguished nodes of the components hat 
they lie in. (Note that each component has only one distinguished node.) ~///[ can 
then test to see whether each component belongs to ca. As soon as either 
component is rejected, J¢' restores the initial states of the nodes and proceeds 
to check another subset of bridges, dE accepts N if it succeeds in finding a set of 
bridges uch that all the components are in c~a. I f  all 2 * sets of bridges are checked 
without success, dE rejects F. Clearly ~ is deterministic if ~ is. | 
PROPOSITION 15. The closure ~+ of a cellular d-graph language ~q~ is a non- 
deterministic cellular d-graph language. 
_Proof. Define a cellular d-graph acceptor d similar to d{ in Proposition 14 
except hat each time a subset of bridges is identified, d can nondeterministically 
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choose to check if the components are in ~,  or can go on to test another set of 
bridges. | 
The concatenation f the cellular d-graph languages ~1, ~ ..... 5¢~ is the set of 
d-graphs ~q° 1 • ~ . . . . .  oWk • {/"1"/"2 . . . . .  /"~ I/"i ~ ~,  1 ~ i ~< k}. 
PROPOSITION 16. A concatenation f (deterministic) cellular d-graph predicates 
is a (deterministic) ellular d-graph predicate. 
Proof. Let ~a,..., ~k be cellular d-graph predicates. The proof is analogous 
to that of Proposition 14, except hat now Jg  decomposes/" into exactly k com- 
ponents, and for each subset of k -- 1 bridges, J{  systematically tests the k! 
ways that the components can be in 5~ 1,..., £¢k, since the ordering of the bridges 
gives an ordering of the components. | 
PROPOSITION 17. A comatenation of cellular d graph languages is a non- 
deterministic cellular d-graph la-guage. 
Proof. The proof of Proposition 16 can be modified the same way as in 
Proposition 15. | 
We do not know whether closures or concatenations of deterministic cellular 
d-graph languages, which are not predicates, are deterministic cellular d-graph 
languages. 
16. LINE GRAPHS 
The line graph of a graph G, L(G), is the graph obtained by creating a node 
for each arc of G and joining together those nodes corresponding to arcs that are 
adjacent (i.e., have a common endpoint) in G. If  the degree of G is bounded 
by d, the degree of L(G) is bounded by 2(d -- 1). I f  G1 and G~ are isomorphic, 
then obviously L(G1) and L(G2) are. The following two theorems give a charac- 
terization of line graphs. 
THEOREM (Whitney, 1932). Let G and G' be connected graphs with isomorphic 
line graphs. Then G and G' are isomorphic unless one is C~ and the other is 141.3 
where C 8 is the graph 
and K1.3 is 
i • 
\ .  
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TI~EOREM (Krausz, 1943). H is a line graph iff the arcs of H can be partitioned 
into complete graphs in such a way that no point lies in more than two of the subgraphs. 
Intuitively, the arcs of a line graph H = L(G) at each node can be divided 
into two classes, one associated with each end of the arc of G which n represents. 
All the arcs incident upon the same node of G form a complete subgraph of H. 
Given the partition of arcs at each node of H as in Krausz' theorem, G can be 
readily constructed. By Whitney's theorem, for a line graph which is not C~, 
there is only one way up to isomorphism to partition the arcs at the nodes so as 
to satisfy the criteria of Krausz' theorem. There may be more than one way to 
partition the ares at a node into two classes which form complete subgraphs 
with the nodes at the other end of the arcs. However, if the partition at a node 
is not correct and we continue to partition the arcs of the other nodes, then we 
will reach a node whose arcs cannot be partitioned so as to satisfy Krausz' criteria 
because otherwise Whitney's theorem will be violated. 
PROPOSITION 18. There exists a deterministic cellular d-graph recognizer dg with 
a distinguished node that accepts all d-graphs whose underlying raphs are line graphs. 
]Vioreover, when dg accepts, the arcs at each node are partitioned into two classes 
of which one may be empty and the arcs in each class belong to a complete subgraph. 
Proof. d[  first verifies whether the underlying raph is C a and accepts the 
d-graph if it is. Otherwise, JC[ constructs a depth-first spanning tree and an 
ordering of the nodes as in (Wu, 1978). Each node state has a classification 
component (aa .... , aa) where ai ~ {#, b, r, N}. Here ai = # if the ith neighbor 
is a # node; otherwise initially ai = N and it is changed to b or r later to indicate 
which class the ith arc belongs to. J/{ can systematically (according to the ordering 
of the nodes) divide the non-# arcs at each node into two classes (one may be 
empty) in all possible ways and test whether they form complete subgraphs 
as in Krausz' theorem. The test for complete subgraphs is the same as the test 
for complete graphs in (Wu, 1978) except hat now the nodes which are not at 
the other ends of the arcs in the same class are ignored. If any partition of the 
arcs is successful then ~ accepts the d-graph, since its underlying raph is a 
line graph; and the classification components at each node tell how the arcs at 
each node are partitioned. | 
PROPOSITION 19. Let ~ be a (deterministic) cellular d-graph language (or 
predicate) such that for any d-graph 17 ~ ~,  the renumbering of 17 is also in oW. 
Then L( ~)  is a (deterministic) ellular d-graph language (predicate). 
Proof. Let ~(M)  accept ~.  Let J~  = (F, M, H) be a cellular (2d - -  2)-graph 
acceptor such that it first determines if Nis a line graph by imitating the recognizer 
in Proposition 18. Suppose/"  is a line graph; then each node's state has a classi- 
fication vector, d/] makes sure that each class has at most d - -  1 elements, since 
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each complete subgraph is induced by the arcs at a node of a d-graph. Now J/d 
proceeds to implicitly assign primed and unprimed numbers to the arc ends as 
follows: for each complete subgraph S,  ~ gives each node of S a distinct number 
in Za • {1 ..... d}. Hence each node x of _7' has a pair of numbers, of which the 
first one corresponds to its number in the subgraph specified by the b's in its 
classification vector, while the second one corresponds to that of the r's. Now Jd  
rewrites the classification vector (a 1 .... , a2d_2) of a node n into (m 1 ..... m~a_2) 
so that when the numbers ofn's ith neighbor are (Q, c2) , if a i ~ b then m i - c i , 
! 
and if al - :  r then mi = c2 • After the non-//a~'s have changed, the other me s 
are assigned numbers o that d --  1 of the mj's are distinct and in Z a , the other 
d - -1  are distinct and in Z~ ={1 ' ,  .... d'}, and mj =t/=nl, m 3 ~ n£ for any 
1 ~< j ~< d --  2 where (nl, nz) is the pair of numbers of node n. The classification 
vectors implicitly give a numbering of a d-graph H such that / '  = L(H) .  
Let d be a sequential d-graph acceptor that simulates the cellular d-graph 
acceptor ~/~ = (H, M, H) on H. Now define a sequential (2d-  2)-graph 
acceptor ~ such that: 
(1) If ~ /moves  to the other end of the same arc, then ~7 moves from an 
unprimed arc end to a primed arc end or vice versa at the same node. 
(2) Suppose ~¢ moves to the ith arc end at the same node, and ~ is on an 
arc end with an unprimed number. I f  i is not in the node's classification vector 
then z~ need not move; otherwise ~£ moves to the arc end possessing the 
number i and then moves to the other end of that arc. 
Then 5~on this assignment of/~ simulates d .  on/7. Therefore ~]accepts this 
assignment of/1 iff d accepts H, i.e., /7 c ~o. 
~ can simulate ~ on _f'. ~ accepts/' iff~£ accepts H, i.e., H ~ ~.  SinceH is a 
d-graph such that/~ is its line graph, and any renumbering of H is also in d ,  
acceptsL(~,°). Note that if it is not known whether arenumbering of H is in S ,  
then we cannot conclude that / '  6 L(d¢) even though H 6 cp, since there may be 
a renumbering of H in ~ and F is its line graph. 
Clearly, ~ is deterministic if d [  is, and ~ is a recognizer if ~ is. | "  
PROPOSITION 20. The line graph  set L(~fl)  o f  a (determinist ic) celhdar d- 
g raph  predicate ~ is a (determinist ic) cellular (2d --  2)-graph predicate.  
P ro@ For any (2d --  2) graph Jr', each node belongs to at most two complete 
subgraphs. The ordering of the nodes of /"  induces an ordering of the complete 
subgraphs of I'. Therefore d/d of Proposition 19 can be modified to systematically 
assign primed and unprimed numbers to the nodes and thus implicitly define 
different d-graphs with the same underlying graph. When ~ accepts, /d  
accepts. I f  ~ rejects, Jd  tries a new assignment of numbers and hence a different 
numbering of the d-graph. JCd rejects when all possible numberings fail. | 
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PROPOSITION 21. The line graph set L(.~) of a cellular d-graph language is a 
nondeterministic cellular (2d -- 2)-graph language. 
Proof. Similar to Proposition 20 except hat when all the nodes receive a new 
pair of number assignments, the cellular (2d -  2)-graph acceptor J r '  may 
nondeterministically proceed as d ]  or may start giving the nodes another number 
assignment. | 
17. SOME OTHER CLOSURE PROPERTIES 
Many of the common operations on graphs such as join, product, and com- 
position are not considered in this paper, because there is no bound on the 
degrees of the resulting graphs; their degrees depend on the numbers of nodes 
in the given graphs. The (geometric) union of two connected graphs gives a 
graph that is not connected. 
Another geometric operation which preserves connectivity and coundedness 
of degree on d-graphs is simple (or elementary contraction. A simple contraction 
of a graph G is obtained by identifying two adjacent nodes u, v, i.e., by the 
removal of u and v and the addition of a new node w adjacent o those points 
to which u or v was adjacent. A simple contraction of a degree d graph has 
degree <~ 2d. A simple contraction of a d-graph 1" is a 2d-graph whose underlying 
graph is a simple contraction of the underlying raph of f'. A simple contrac- 
tion of a cellular d-graph language c# is a cellular 2d-graph language, since if 
there is a node with more than d non-# neighbors then we can partition its arcs 
into two sets of d arcs and treat it as two nodes to test whether the d-graph is 
in c~a. If all nodes have ~<d non-# neighbors, then one has to systematically 
test every partition of the arcs at every node into two sets of d arcs each. The 
operation of contraction, meaning a sequence of elementary contractions, can 
produce graphs of arbitrarily high degree. 
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